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‘Holding on’ programme 
 
 
Currently when you need to have your bowels open you find that you have to rush to the toilet. 
Your rectum (where you store the stool), your sphincter muscles, and your confidence need 
retraining to help you overcome this problem. 
 
Next time you need to open your bowels: 
 
1. Sit on the toilet and hold on for as long as you can before opening your bowels. If you can 

only manage a few seconds, don’t worry, it will gradually get easier. Whatever time you can 
manage now, your aim is to gradually increase this. It is useful to have a watch or clock near 
the toilet so you can time yourself. 
 
Gradually increase this to five minutes.  Don’t worry if you’re not able to do this for the first 
few times but keep practising. 
 

2. When you have mastered this, repeat the process above but gradually increase the time until 
you can hold on for 10 minutes before opening your bowels. It may be helpful to take 
something to read with you. This stage is harder but remember you’re on the toilet and 
therefore “safe”. 
 

3. Once you are able to delay opening your bowels for 10 minutes while sitting on the toilet, 
then you can begin to move away from the toilet. At this stage, when you want to open your 
bowels, sit near the toilet, either on the edge of the bath or on a chair inside or just outside 
the toilet area. Now hold on for five minutes. Once you are able to do this, repeat the 
exercise, increasing to 10 minutes. 

 
4. When you are able to delay opening your bowels for 10 minutes while off the toilet, you 

should gradually move further away, for example maybe sitting on the bed in your bedroom. 
As your muscles are now becoming stronger you should be able to hold on for 10 minutes.  
As you feel more confident, increase the distance between you and the toilet. 

 
Gradually, you will find that you can increase the distance and the time away from the toilet. 
This may take some time to master.  The more you are able to practise your sphincter 
exercises and the ‘holding on’ programme, the more quickly this will happen. 
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Women’s and Men’s Health Physiotherapy 
Telephone: 01202 442506 
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For further general health-related information, please ask the relevant department for an 
Information Prescription or contact: 
 
The Health Information Centre  
Poole Hospital NHS Foundation Trust 
Longfleet Road 
Poole 
Dorset 
BH15 2JB 
Telephone:  01202 448003 
 
www.poole.nhs.uk 
 
Author:  Ann Henderson  
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Ward sister/head of department: Sally Sheppard 

                                  
We can supply this information in other formats, in larger print, on audiotape, or 
have it translated for you.  Please call the Patient Advice and Liaison Service 
(PALS) on 01202 448499, text 07758 272495 or email pals@poole.nhs.uk for advice.   
 
If you wish to make any comments or to ask about any research evidence used to 
write this leaflet, please contact the Patient Information Team confidentially: phone 
01202 448003, write to the Health Information Centre (address above), or email 
patient.information@poole.nhs.uk.  
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